
                                                                 Classifications and  Kingdoms Syllabus 

 

FRi:  finish ecology test 

 HW:  17.1/17.2  all questions  

     1)  what is the Linnaeus system based on? 

     2)  what is the cladogram based on? 

     3)  with what is known about Biochemistry and Anatomy which system is most suited to describe the 

concepts of evolution? 

     4)  which is most suited to classify organisms according to origins?  why? 

     5)  which system uses Analogous structures as part of its classification?  which uses Homologous? 

    

Mon:  Review the differences in classification techniques 

     HW:  17.3/17.4  all questions +   

     1)  How do molecular clocks work?  Use the example of Hemoglobin researched by Linus Pauling 

     2)  How do we classify CELLULAR evolution? 

Tues:  Discuss the idea of genetic changes due to mutations and adaptations and molecular clocks 

     Hw:  pgs. 539-540  questions  8-25  and 29,30 and 541 questions 

wed:  Review homework questions 

      pg. 535  fig. 17.3  what do the increased distances represent?  

     Lab:  pg 536  Modeling DNA Hybridization 

    HW:  18.1/18.2/18.3  all questions 

      1)  what is the importance of the viral protein coat? 

      2)  why are viruses not considered living organisms? 

      3)  read carefully pg. 551:   the viral DNA is composed of genes to perform what tasks?     

thurs:  review anatomy and reproduction of viruses 

      1)  analyze a variety of viral diseases discussing the time line of the infection and its relationship to 

the viral reproductive capabilities---computer search 

      2) why are antibiotics ineffective against viral diseases? 

      3) what are antiviral medications and how do they work? 

      4)  why are immune compromised patients at risk for severe viral diseases? 

     HW:  above questions 

Friday:  discuss the research on viral diseases 

   HW:  18.4/18.5 all questions 

 

Mon:  review anatomy of bacterium 

    1)  what are the important differences (3) between bacteria and archaea?  Use  Venn diagram  Pg 556 

    2)  Is that consistent  review pg 535 

    3)  what is the importance of the protein coat? 

    4)  How do we distinguish (classify) bacteria?  

    5)  what permits such rapid evolution of bacteria? 

  Hw:   18.5/18.6  all questions    

tues:  review homework questions 

    1)  how do bacteria promote human health? 

    2)  how do bacteria enrich the environment? 

    3)  how do bacteria promote cleansing?   

    4)  why can antibiotics work against bacteria and not eukayotic cells or viruses? 

    HW:  a)Research the role of bacteria in Vitamin D production 

              b)Research role in oil spills 



              c)research role in fermentation 

              d) research bioremediation in oil spills 

total 2 pages typed 

Wed:  student presentations 

  Lab:  bacteria growth and sensitivities--start write up for lab 

   HW;  study for test 

thurs:   obtain  sensitivity results ----  finish write up lab/ answer all questions --due Monday 

    HW: study for test 

fri:  test bacteria and viruses and classifications 

   HW:  19.1/19.2   all questions 

 

Mon:  Lab pg. 566---follow instructions 

    HW:  19.3  all questions 

tues: Review HW -----create a chart: 

      a) Discuss variations in Animal like Protista kingdom 

      b) Discuss differences in reproduction 

      c) which of these organism is capable of genetic variation  and why 

  HW  19.4/19.5  all questions + 

    1)  what are the major contributions of the plant like protista 

    2)  what are the reproductive capabilities of  plantlike protista 

    3)  what is alternation f generations--when is sexual reproduction triggered 

    4)  which is most capable of evolution 

    5)  what is the major difference between fungal like protista and the fungal kingdom 

wed:    review previous homework  

   HW:  19.6 all questions +  

    1)  what are the major  diseases of fungi in humans,  animals, plants 

    2)  what are important functions with fungi?  environmentally,  in relationships,  in human health. 

    3)  reproductive capabilities of fungi and how do they respond to adverse conditions 

 LAB:  microscopic work---- Distinguishing  Protista 

 thurs:  review for test 

fri:  test protista and fungi 

 

Mon:  Project based on the Plant Kingdom  chapters 20-22 

    Students will chart the evolutionary history of Plants based on the following: 

a)  structural requirements for moving from water based to land based--small to the massive redwoods 

b)  vascular system development 

c)   root system development 

d)  leaf system evolving ---compatibility with changing environments 

e)  reproductive evolution---protection of germ cells   

tues-friday:  continue project 

LAB:  macroscopic investigation of plant/flower structure  

LAB:  macroscopic investigation of female/male cones    

 

Mon:  Importance of plants in Medicinals      HW:  continue Research pharmacology 

tues:  continue pharmacology research---  HW:  finish research report 

wed:  discussion of papers 

Hw: 22.5/  all questions 

thurs: discussion of plant responses with hormones 



fri:  review for plant kingdom test 

 

Mon:  test multiple choice/ short answers 

tues:   test essays and short answers 

wed:  project animal kingdom 

You will type a 2 page report discussing the evolutionary development of animals based on 3 

important factors:  Research the following 

a)  Coelum:   1   what is it 

                       2   what tissue layer does it originate from 

                       3   what is its function fully developed 

                       4   what is its function in the pseudocoelom (false coelom) stage 

                       5   name 2 animals that are acoelomic,  pseudocoelomic/    coelomic 

                       6   how is it very important in the evolutionary development of animals 

 

b)   Notochord:   

                       1   what is it 

                       2   what tissue layer does it arrive from 

                       3   what is its function when fully developed 

                       4   what is its function when partially developed 

                       5   name 2 animals with no notochord/  partial notochord/  complete notochord  

                       6   how is it important in the evolutionary development of animals 

 

c)   neural tube 

                       1   what is it 

                       2   what tissue layer does it arrive from 

                       3   what is its function when fully developed 

                       4   what is its function when partially developed 

                       5   name 2 animals with no neural tube/  partial neural tube/  complete neural tube 

                       6   how is it important to the evolutionary development of complex animals 

thurs:  continue project----HW:  finish paper 

fri:  discuss papers 

Lab:  Use for research 

 

Mon:  Animal evolutionary history Project 

  chapters 23-25 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


